● 6:00 am  Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum: I Am Isaac Newton/I Am Golda Meir
  ○  Isaac Newton
  ○  Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum Teacher’s Guide - Document
● 6:30 am  Peg + Cat: The Peanut Problem/More Adventures of Robin Hood
  ○  Peg + Cat Collection
● 7:00 am  Cyberchase: The Eye of Rom
  ○  An Egyptian Clock
  ○  Cyberchase Collection
● 7:30 am  SciGirls: Underwater Eco-Adventure
  ○  SciGirls | Underwater Eco-Adventure - Mentor Moment
  ○  SciGirls | Underwater Eco-Adventure: Analyze
● 8:00 am  Ready Jet Go! Ain’t No Mars Mountain High Enough/Treasure Hunt
  ○  Exploring Mars - Ready Jet Go!
  ○  Ready Jet Go! Collection
● 8:30 am  Peg + Cat: The Magic Uke/The Rocking Out Problem
  ○  Peg + Cat Collection
● 9:00 am  Clifford the Big Red Dog: A New Friend/Stormy Weather
  ○  Clifford the Big Red Dog Collection
  ○  Clifford the Big Red Dog on PBSKIDS.org
● 9:30 am  Pinkalicious & Peterrific: Star Light, Star Not So Bright/The Opera-Matic
  ○  Musical Instrument Maker
  ○  Space Dance
● 10:00 am  NOVA: Lethal Seas
  ○  What is Ocean Acidification?
  ○  Acidic Seas
● 11:00 am  Climate Change - The Facts
  ○  Program Website
  ○  Observations of Climate Change
● 12:00 pm  Kingdoms of the Sky: Rockies
  ○  Hiking the Rockies
  ○  Rocky Mountain Roundup
● 1:00 pm  Peep and the Big Wide World: The Sounds of Silence
  ○  Sounds Like Fun!
○ Listening for Sounds
● 1:30 pm Martha Speaks: The Dog Did It/Martha Out West
  ○ Silly Story Builder
● 2:00 pm Sesame Street: Grocery Games
  ○ The Hungry Games
  ○ Abby and Cookie Monster Subtract Cookies
● 2:30 pm Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood: Circle Time Squabble/It's Not Okay to Hurt
  ○ Saying Sorry Isn't Helping!
  ○ Friends Work Out Problems
● 3:00 pm American Experience: The Feud
  ○ Hatfield and McCoy
  ○ The Hatfield and McCoy Feud in West Virginia
● 4:00 pm American Experience: Poison Squad
  ○ Program Website